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.au Domain Administration Ltd (“auDA”) is the
administrator of the .au country code top level
domain (ccTLD) namespace in Australia.
The Domain Name System (DNS) is the system that seamlessly directs users or their data to the
website or service they expect when they enter an internet address into a web browser, send an
email or use a mobile app.
The DNS is a critical part of Australia’s digital infrastructure relied on by government, business
and consumers to drive the ever-expanding digital economy.
auDA’s role in ensuring the .au ccTLD, as a critical part of the DNS in Australia, is stable, secure
and reliable is more important than ever.
The core elements of auDA’s role are:
•

Developing and reviewing .au policies

•

Enabling and enforcing contractual compliance

•

Maximising the security and technical stability of the .au space

•

Facilitating competition and consumer choice through
the accreditation of multiple .au registrars

•

Engaging and educating .au stakeholders and the broader community

•

Providing consumer safeguards and providing effective dispute
resolution mechanisms.

auDA operates under an industry self-regulatory model and is strongly committed to the multistakeholder approach to internet governance.
Stakeholders from both the supplier and consumer sides of the Australian internet community
are represented at the highest levels of our corporate governance structure and are consulted
in the development and refinement of all auDA’s policies.
auDA works closely with the Australian Government, from whom we have received a renewed
endorsement in April 2018 to perform our role.
We acknowledge that .au is just one element of the internet’s vast international policy and
management network. As such, we play an active role in representing the interests of .au in
relevant fora, such as the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) and the
Asia Pacific Top Level Domain Association (APTLD).
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Joint Statement by

the CEO and Chairman

The 2017-8 financial year has been a pivotal period in auDA’s
history, and indeed in the history of the .au namespace.
A constant question raised here
and internationally is:

“What is the future
for domain names”?

Cameron Boardman

CE O, . AU D OM A I N A D M I N I ST R AT I ON

In 2012, there were approximately 2 million
.au names under management, which had
coincided with around 20% average annual
growth in .au registrations for the previous 10
years. In the current financial year growth has
slowed to around 2% per annum, albeit in a
very changed environment from 2012.
2012 was also the year that the Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
launched their new generic top-level domain
(gTLD) program which resulted in the 1,232 new
top-level domains now available to Australian
and international consumers.
This changing and increasingly competitive digital
landscape has placed new challenges on auDA
and on the .au namespace.

Chris Leptos AM
I N D E P E N D E N T CH A I R
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To meet these challenges, the .au namespace must
remain relevant and cost effective for Australian
digital users. And auDA, which administers the .au
namespace in the interests of all Australians, must
evolve to ensure it can continue to provide a trusted,
responsive and secure service. This is why auDA
has embarked on the most significant reforms in
its 17-year history.

The benefits achieved by the Registry Transformation
Project have been well documented, and when
combined with the ongoing structural and
governance reforms, it is clear that auDA is
transforming itself into an organisation that
is capable of meeting the challenges ahead.

technical aspects of the project; Charlie Offer from
EY who was the risk advisor; and Adrian Gibby from
KPMG who was the probity adviser. There are many
other individuals who worked as part of the team
to make this a success and we wish to express our
thanks to them all.

Embarking on the Registry Transformation Project
and successfully completing the associated public
tender process was an important milestone, not
just for auDA, but for all Australian internet users.
Changing the registry operator was not a decision
the board or management took lightly. The numerous
factors which the board and management had to
consider included security, continuity of service,
technical performance, value-for-money, consumer
expectations and international trends.

We would also like to thank the entire team at Afilias
who demonstrated dedication and commitment
to achieving a successful transition. The team led
by Ram Mohan and John Kane provided exemplary
responsiveness and professionalism under
challenging circumstances. The dedication from the
entire Afilias organisation, from Executive Chairman
Jonathan Robinson down, was instrumental to the
success of the project and provides for an exciting
future for auDA.

The appointment of Afilias Australia has allowed
auDA to provide .au registrants with a reduced
wholesale fee, variable licence terms from 1 to 5
years, DNS nodes in every Australian capital city, and
improvements to the way the .au DNS is managed to
enhance security and performance.

We also acknowledge and thank the previous
registry operator, Neustar/AusRegistry, for their
commitment and support of .au over the last 16 years.
AusRegistry is a great Australian technology success
story. As a start-up, they took on the challenge of
managing the .au registry operations. Over the years
they continued to improve and develop innovative
processes to meet the expectations of a changing
digital landscape, making a significant contribution
to Australia’s digital economy.

This complicated task was achieved through the
commitment and professionalism of the project
team and its advisers. We would personally like to
thank Dr Bruce Tonkin who lead the project team;
Peter Mason, the project manager; Cameron
Whitfield from PwC Legal who was a trusted and
key adviser; Colin Egan and Peter Morris from PPB
Advisory who assisted with the financial modelling;
Jeff Schmidt from JAS Global who assisted with the

In April 2018, auDA received the final report into the
“Review of the .au Domain Administration” which
outlined 29 recommendations necessary for auDA
to retain the new Terms of Endorsement from the
Commonwealth Government.
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The .au Market Place

"auDA and .au must continue to evolve
and improve to meet the challenges of
the fast-changing digital landscape."

In 2017 auDA embarked on a reform process
designed to improve its governance,
management frameworks and organisational
effectiveness. Whilst auDA welcomed
the Review findings, the change process had
already begun, and the 29 recommendations
were consistent with the pathway auDA had
embarked upon.
It was clear to us before the Review, and it was
highlighted in the Review, that to remain relevant,
competitive and responsive to Australian
internet users, auDA and .au must continue to
evolve and improve to meet the challenges of
the fast-changing digital landscape.
Driven by both changes in consumer
expectations and technology, auDA operates in
a very different digital context than it did five
years ago. In five years from now, we are sure
that this environment will be substantially
different again.
The reforms which auDA has initiated,
implemented and will continue to pursue are
necessary to create a responsive, adaptable
and sustainable organisation. The auDA board
has played a pivotal role in guiding and shaping
the reform process, and we acknowledge the
significant contribution from the directors who
have provided both vision and stability over the
past 12 months.
The digital economy is now a foundation of
the national economy, and auDA and .au have
an important role to play. auDA is a small
organisation but it manages a vital public

asset, for the benefit of all Australians. The
auDA team has performed remarkably over the
last year, in sometimes extraordinarily trying
circumstances, and we acknowledge the auDA
team for their commitment and dedication
As our reform process continues, we will strive
to make further improvements with our policies,
internal functions and the utility and security of
.au, along with how we interact and involve our
stakeholders with our decision-making.
2017-2018 has been a challenging yet
successful year. The reforms have positioned
auDA for further success and we are excited by
what 2018-2019 and beyond will bring.
We encourage all auDA stakeholders to
celebrate this success as the organisation
transforms to ‘auDA 2.0’.

Cameron Boardman

C EO, . AU DOM A I N A DM I NI ST R AT I ON

.au domain names registered as of 30 June 2018:

3,153,979
Breakdown by open second level domain

88.29% 8.26%

2.25%

com.au

net.au

org.au

0.39%

0.11%

0.01%

id.au

asn.au

CGDNs*

Chris Leptos AM
I NDEPENDENT C HA I R

(*Community Geographic Domain Names: vic.au, nsw.au, act.au, qld.au, nt.au, wa.au, sa.au, tas.au)
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Industry Engagement
One of the primary responsibilities of auDA is managing a
sustainable, prosperous and competitive marketplace for
the .au namespace.
To achieve this, it is critical that auDA has
productive and responsive relationships
with each of its 42 registrars (as at 30 June
2018), and provides appropriate technical
and compliance support, in addition to
marketing and other assistance.
As a consequence of the Registry
Transformation Project, auDA embarked on
further formalisation and improvement of
its relationship with registrars by initiating a
program of proactive industry engagement,
commencing in December 2017.
Hosted jointly by auDA and appointed
registry operator Afilias Australia, the aim
of these briefings was to build stronger
relationships with the companies who are
the interface with the consumers of .au
domain names.
The briefings provided .au accredited
registrars an environment to raise their
issues directly with auDA and Afilias
management. They allowed auDA to keep

registrars updated on the policy, governance
and strategic developments within auDA.
These briefings were crucial in the lead
up to the transition between registry
operators and became a valuable
opportunity to quickly resolve issues
in a collaborative environment.
Feedback from registrars about these
regular meetups has been extremely
positive and they’re set to continue and
expand in the coming year as auDA further
works with registrars on greater marketing
assistance, continuous reform of the
namespace and improved security
for .au consumers.

Regulatory Update
Complaints
auDA’s compliance team is the frontline
of ensuring .au policy is properly
implemented by registrars and resellers
and adhered to by registrants.

received from Australian government and
law enforcement agencies. They work
cooperatively with those agencies in relation to
online consumer protection issues.

Their work managing complaints about .au
domain names (“domain complaints”) and .au
registrars and resellers (“industry complaints”)
is crucial in maintaining the reputation of .au as
a safe, secure and reliable namespace.

A registry database search service is also
provided for registrants wishing to check
what .au domain names have been registered
across all auDA accredited registrars

The compliance team also manages
.au domain information and deletion requests

Snapshot of auDA complaints data
Received

Closed

Domain complaints

1019

849

Industry complaints

233

223

General enquiries

551

523

Government/law requests

40

39

Registry database search requests

82

82

Audits

5

5

Year on year

"These briefings were... a valuable
opportunity to quickly resolve issues
in a collaborative environment."
8

Year

Domain
Complaints

Industry
Complaints

General
Enquiries

Gov/Law Enf
Reqs

Registry D/
base search

Audits

2016-2017

696

159

721

54

68

7

2017-2018

1019

233

551

40

82

5

% change

+46%

+46.5%

-23.58%

-26%

+21.6%%

-28.6%
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.au Policy Review Panel

.au Dispute Resolution Policy Actions
The .au Dispute Resolution Policy (auDRP) provides a mechanism for
parties with competing rights for the same domain name to resolve
disputes. It aims to be a quicker, cheaper alternative to litigation.
auDRP proceedings are administered by independent, auDA-approved
providers of dispute resolution services.

In October 2017, the auDA Board convened the 2017 Policy
Review Panel (PRP) to undertake the first ever holistic review
of .au policy.

Snapshot of the .au Dispute Resolution Process

The main objectives of the PRP are:

auDRP matters lodged

46

Found in favour of complainant

26

Found in favour of respondent

8

Withdrawn terminated before decisions

7

Pending as at 30 June 2018

5

Audits

5

a.

to recommend an implementation policy for direct registration following
the decision of the auDA Board to accept the recommendation of the 2015
Names Policy Panel to implement direct registration

b.

to review, simplify, and consolidate the 33 existing published policies into a
Registrant Policy, a Registrar Policy, and a Complaints Policy.

This Panel’s remit is significant. This streamlining of policy will help modernise
the .au namespace, improve the experience for users in the domain name
ecosystem while improving the effectiveness of auDA’s work as the industry
self-regulatory body.

Panel Members
The PRP is chaired by John Swinson and consists of experienced
members with a range of views and backgrounds;
•

Professor Dan Hunter (Academic Representative)

•

Narelle Clark (Consumer Protection Representative)

•

Brett Fenton (Supply Class Member)

•

Ian Halson (Demand Class Member)

•

Nicola Seaton (Business Representative)

•

Jeff Hole (Government Representative)

The secretariat for the PRP is provided by Squad Consulting on behalf of auDA.

10
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Overview of Activity
The PRP has met nine times since its
formation and also conducts much of its policy
discussions via a dedicated online platform.
Since its inception the panel has produced
a range of outputs.

Implementation of Second Level Domain
Name Registrations (Direct Registration)
Discussion paper, October 2017
This discussion paper asked specific questions
about how best to implement second level
domain name registration (also known as
direct registration).
The Panel received 51 public submissions in
response to this issues paper from a broad range
of stakeholders, including registrars, registrants,
consumer and end-user representative
organisations, and the education sector.

Registrant Policy: Enabling Australia’s
Digital Economy and Society
Discussion paper, January 2018
This discussion paper explored the issues
around the structure of the .au namespace,
reserved or prohibited domain names, and
eligibility for and allocation of domain names
including what rules should apply to direct
registration of .au domain names.
The Panel received 60 public submissions, and
a number of confidential submissions, from a
broad range of stakeholders, including registrars,
registrants, consumer and end-user representative
organisations, and government agencies.

A N N UA L R E P O RT 20 1 8

Public Consultation Events
– February 2018
In February the panel held four full-day
consultation events in Perth, Sydney, Melbourne
and Brisbane.
The aim of the events was to generate
discussion on key issues like direct registration,
and gain feedback to the responses received the
release of the first two discussion papers.
Approximately 85 people attended the public
forums from a wide range of backgrounds, with
different levels of knowledge regarding the
current policy framework.
The public events gave the Panel a chance to
hear and engage in a meaningful way some of
the community's concerns on a range of policy
issues and have resulted in policy proposals
better aligned to the community’s needs.

Next Steps
The timeline for the Panel’s work was updated as
a result of auDA’s focus on governance issues
throughout 2018. The Panel is now due to submit
its final report to the auDA board in December
2018 and has scheduled meetings throughout
the rest of 2018.
The auDA board intends to consider the Panel’s
recommendations in mid 2019.

Registry Operations
Registry Highlights - Neustar Asia Pacific
AusRegistry (and under its parent company
Neustar, Inc. since 2015) served as second-level
registry operator for the .au namespace for
over 16 years until July 2018. As the custodian
of the technology powering Australia’s domain
namespace on the internet, AusRegistry was
entrusted to operate the Registry platform for
all commercial domain names such as com.au
and net.au, and non-commercial domain names
including org.au, asn.au, id.au, gov.au and edu.au.

•

Phenomenal year-on-year growth leading
.au from approx. 250,000 domains in 2002
to over 3 million today – at its peak the
seventh-largest ccTLD in the world despite
Australia’s relatively small population

•

Developed the .au ‘brand’ with a new
visual identity for the namespace

•

An Aussie-built registry developed
specifically for .au

•

24/7 Australian-based registrar
support from our Melbourne office

•

Continuous participation in auDA’s policy
panels, committees and working groups

•

Helped establish a vigorously
competitive registrar channel
holding regular registrar events

As part of auDA’s Registry Transformation Project,
AusRegistry supported the smooth transition of
the .au Registry and delivered all registry data
ahead of schedule on the transition weekend to
provide an optimal foundation for the transition.

•

Conducted research, zone file analyses
and regular surveys of internet users in
Australia to track internet and domain
name trends and examine issues facing
registrars, registrants and end users

The AusRegistry team was honoured to have
the privilege of serving the .au community
for over 16 years. They are truly proud of their
accomplishments during their tenure as registry
operator and the strong, secure and innovative
namespace that they played a role in building.

•

Published a monthly performance
scorecard and the quarterly Industry
magazine Behind the Dot.

In 2017-18, AusRegistry delivered the .au Retention
Program to encourage .au domain name
renewals. Working in partnership with registrars
to identify renewal targets, AusRegistry
invested over $350,000 in total which resulted
in more than 35,000 .au domain renewals
across 14 participating registrars.

Some of the highlights of AusRegistry’s time as
registry operator included:
•
•

12

100% DNS uptime over the entire contract
- from 1st July 2002 to 30 June 2018
One of the first registries globally
to feature real-time dynamic DNS
updates and to implement EPP v1.0

Playing their part in building and supporting
the Australian internet community – of which
their Australian team was a dedicated member
– was a source of great pride and motivation to
the staff at AusRegistry.
The Neustar Australia team looks forward
to continuing its participation in the vibrant
Australian Internet community for many
years to come. Neustar wishes auDA
continued success for the future operations
of the .au namespace.
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The Registry Transformation Project
The Registry Transformation Project was
one of the biggest changes in the history of
.au, and a massive technical and practical
undertaking for auDA and the registry
operators.
In July 2017, after an initial EOI exercise, the
auDA Board made the decision to put the
operation of the .au registry out to tender.
The project aims included improving the
stability and utility of the .au namespace and
becoming a world leader in registry security.
The transition of 3.1m domain names
between registry operators was the biggest
of its kind ever and was acknowledged as a
Guinness World Record .
The registry transition was successfully
completed in the early hours of 1 July 2018
and stands as a massive achievement for
auDA, and the two registry operators.

"The transition of 3.1m domain
names between registry
operators was the biggest
of its kind ever."

14

The Tender Process
In May 2017, auDA released a request
for expressions of interest (REOI) for the
provision of registry services as a scoping
exercise for the Registry Transformation
Project. As a result of the REOI the Board
resolved in July 2017 to undertake a formal
request for tender process.
With Dr Bruce Tonkin as the Registry
Transformation Project Lead, the tender
process launched in September 2017 and a
total of nine responses were received.
The responses were first assessed on the nonfinancial criteria including areas such as the
ability to perform to the technical specification,
ability to meet or exceed auDA’s required
service levels, ability to support the registry
transformation project goals, and security
and risk management capabilities. Pricing was
then considered to make an assessment of
value for money.
In October 2017, the Board approved a
short list of tender proposals based on
the evaluation of responses by the Tender
Evaluation Committee, and the short-listed
respondents were invited to make a best and
final offer.

Afilias Australia Pty Ltd (a subsidiary of Afilias
plc, the world’s second largest registry operator)
was awarded the registry contract in December
2017 after consideration of best and final offers
from the short-listed respondents by the Tender
Evaluation Committee.
Afilias received the highest score in the nonfinancial criteria, and its fees were considered
the best value for money when considering its
score in non-financial criteria.
Added to this is Afilias’ stellar reputation as a
registry operator managing over 200 top level
(TLDs) domains, including established TLDs like
.org, new generic TLDs like .global, geographic
TLDs like .Vegas, brand TLDs like .Audi and 16
country code TLDs including .in (India), .me
(Montenegro) and .pr (Puerto Rico).

Preparing For Transition
Soon after being appointed as registry operator,
Afilias began working with auDA and .au
registrars to plan and prepare for the transition.
Testing for the transition began in mid-February
and coincided with the opening of Afilias’
Melbourne office.
This early phase of the transition planning
also saw Afilias begin to launch a network of
new DNS nodes around Australia, including
nodes in Perth and Hobart which would
improve response times for internet users
all around Australia.

Ensuring DNS Stability
and Security
As the DNS is considered essential
infrastructure, the transition between
operators raised significant potential risks
to Australia’s cyber security and the wider
digital economy. The auDA Board appointed
Ernst and Young to provide independent risk
assurance for the project. The Board’s Security
and Risk committee met regularly with auDA
management to review risks and also receive
input from Ernst and Young.
Any significant DNS outage as a result
of a cyber attack or sabotage during the
transition could have a serious and rapid
impact on Australia’s internet services
and ultimately the wider economy.
Throughout the project, auDA worked in close
collaboration with various federal government
cyber security and intelligence agencies to
ensure the transition’s potential risks were
being adequately considered and addressed.
auDA also developed crisis management
plans, and ran various crisis scenario exercises
involving auDA, Afilias, the Department
of Communications and the Arts (DOCA),
and Government security agencies.

15
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Transition Weekend
– 30 June 2018
The actual transition process began at 8am on
Saturday 30 June 2018 with the previous provider
Neustar shutting down the .au registry and
commencing the final shipment of registry and
DNS zone data – a process that continued
throughout the day.
After receiving the data on Saturday afternoon
from Neustar ahead of schedule, auDA and Afilias
teams performed rigorous testing to ensure it was a
complete and accurate copy of the .au registry. Once
verified, the data was then loaded onto the Afilias
hardware and again carefully tested for consistency
and accuracy.
Registrars were soon able to access the registry and
begin their testing early on Sunday morning.
By the early hours of 1 July 2018 the .au
registry operations had been successfully
transitioned to Afilias.

A N N UA L R E P O RT 20 1 8

A total 3,153,979 .au domain names were transferred
to a new registry operator –
the biggest transfer of its kind ever.

.au Security

auDA wishes to extend its sincere thanks to Dr Bruce
Tonkin, whose knowledge and leadership was critical
to the success of the project.
The project teams from auDA and Afilias also deserve
big thanks for their dedication and hard work which
delivered such an excellent outcome.
auDA also wishes to extend its thanks to the
previous registry operator Neustar Asia Pacific for
the smooth transition on the transition weekend,
and for the 16 years of outstanding service it
provided to the Australian internet community.

The migration to a new .au registry operator made for a busy
year and required considerable planning and testing of the
most critical piece of the transition – ensuring the .au DNS
remained stable, secure and online during the transition.
This project included introducing new slave servers across Australia and
the world, migrating the primary (master) name server zone files from the
previous operator to the new operator and introducing new DNSSEC Key
Signing Keys (KSK) and Zone Signing Keys (ZSK) from the new operator while
transitioning out the old DNSSEC KSK and ZSKs and their related signatures
from the previous operator.
DNSSEC is difficult in its own right and it has been responsible for many recent
outages in other TLDs. Completing this transition required meticulous timing
and solid planning and the fact it transpired without incident is a credit to all
parties involved.

A More Responsive .au
As part of the transition project auDA was able to increase its international
DNS name server footprint. The new operator, Afilias, has DNS nodes in over
150 locations around the globe. This allows .au and the 2LD.au zones to be
served from more locations than ever before, improving global response times
and the resilience of the .AU DNS service.
auDA further improved the footprint for .au in this time as well, engaging
Cloudflare as a third-party provider for the .au zone. Cloudflare also has DNS
nodes in over 150 locations around the world. Cloudflare provides auDA and
the .au namespace with the additional service of validating the legitimacy of
each request made to the Cloudflare servers. If the request is from a known
malicious server, the traffic is blocked. If the traffic is detected as part of a
DDoS attack Cloudflare automatically deploys its advanced DDoS protection
services to assist in mitigating the attack.
With the DNS footprint increased through the appointment of Afilias and the
engagement of Cloudflare auDA decided to retire two of its own managed
name server sites in 2018. Both sites contained aging hardware and were

16
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in locations that were now being served by
Afilias and Cloudflare. The name server sites
were visited by auDA staff and all hardware
was securely disposed of. All storage devices
were retained by auDA and returned to
Australia for secure erasing and secure
in-country destruction.
In 2019 auDA will investigate the use of cloud
providers in key internet exchange locations
to host zone distribution servers which will
enable faster distribution of the .au zone to
the 300+ DNS nodes provided by Afilias
and Cloudflare.

Security Testing
Once again, this year auDA engaged a
third party to perform a penetration test on
its public facing infrastructure. Subject
matter experts were used to test, evaluate
and exploit potential threat vectors. No
critical threats were identified and auDA
will work through the recommendations
to continue improving our risk profile and
preventing potential threats from being
exploited. Continued vulnerability and
penetration tests ensure auDA remains
current and vigilant about the security of
its external facing services.

ISO 27001 Certification
With information security breaches now the
new normal, it is important auDA continually
ensures it is dedicated to reducing the risk of
suffering a damaging breach.

The first graph provides a view of the total queries per second being seen across the
2LD space. On average there are 15,000 queries per second, a query is a question,
such as “Where is www.auda.org.au”.

auDA has committed to becoming ISO 27001
certified to help demonstrate that security
is always front of mind and adhered to by
all staff at auDA and that best practice
is always followed.
The scope and objectives have been
identified and auDA has completed the initial
gap analysis. Work will continue throughout
the remainder of 2018 to map and implement
controls, review and update documentation
and implement frameworks that provide a
foundation for continuous improvement.

New Insights
As part of the registry transition and new
registry contracts auDA has additional insight
into the metrics obtained from the many DNS
nodes provided by Afilias. The graphs below
provide a view into daily transactions seen
across the 2LD space.

The second graph below provides a breakdown of where the queries for .au are originating
from. On average 11,600 queries per second are from Australian resolvers, our international
queries are close behind, averaging 10,900 per second. This graph illustrates the importance
of having a global network providing DNS services for .au and the 2LD.au zones.

"It is important auDA continually
ensures it is dedicated to reducing the
risk of suffering a damaging breach."

18
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Sponsorship and

Community Programs
auDA has sponsored or been involved in a
wide range of community programs with the
aim of building Australia’s digital capability.
The Australasian Digital City Index
In February auDA committed to funding the first phase of the Australasian
Digital City Index (ADCI).
Run by the Pearcey Centre for Innovative Industry Economic Research,
the ADCI will rank cities across Australia and New Zealand on how
well they support digital entrepreneurship. The Australasian index is
modelled on the renowned European Digital City Index, developed by
the UK-based NESTA.

#TechDiversity Awards
auDA was proud to be a sponsor of the 2018 #TechDiversity Awards.

The index will give entrepreneurs valuable insight into local environments,
allowing them to make better business decisions. For policymakers the
index provides an evidence base to best decide where to invest to build
Australia’s digital economy.

Run by the #TechDivesity Foundation, the Awards recognise individuals
and groups that are raising awareness and creating change through
diversity initiatives and programs.

2018 iAwards

The Telco Together Foundation

auDA was proud to again be National Program Sponsor of the iAwards.

auDA is a proud member of the Telco Together Foundation

Now in its 25th year, the Australian Information Industry Association
(AIIA)'s iAwards has become the premier tech industry awards
recognising innovation across the entire spectrum of Australian industry.

The Telco Together Foundation brings together the telecommunications
industry in support of disadvantaged communities in the areas of
Indigenous communities, homelessness and food security, mental health
and youth unemployment and disadvantage. It is a unique and widereaching platform for social change by drawing on the industry’s core
capabilities, strengths and access to technology.

Entries into the iAwards are judged first on a state level, and these winners
then go on to represent their state at the National iAwards – the pinnacle
event in the program.
As National Program Sponsor for the 2018 iAwards, auDA CEO Cameron
Boardman was honoured to present the Business Services Award to
Complexica for their B2B sales software Larry the Digital Analyst.
auDA looks forward to continuing its association with the iAwards in 2019.

20
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Review of the .au

Domain Administration
In October 2017, the Commonwealth Minister for Communications
and the Arts, Senator The Hon. Mitch Fifield, announced a review
into the management of the .au domain.
auDA welcomed the review both as complementary to the governance reform
projects which were already under way and as a necessary step to ensure that
the .au namespace continued to provide a vital and responsive service to
Australia’s digital economy.
The review’s final report was released in April 2018. Recognising auDA’s unique origins
and evolution, the review included a new Terms of Endorsement for auDA and a range
of recommendations for structural modernisation.
Key to its findings was that:

the current management and governance framework for auDA is no longer
fit-for-purpose and that reform is necessary if the company is to perform
effectively and meet the needs of Australia’s internet community.
In particular, the current membership model, and its relationship to corporate
governance, is impeding auDA’s decision making and is contributing to
ongoing organisational instability.
Along with the registry transition, in 2018 auDA has focused heavily on planning and
implementing significant organisational reform to the timelines set out in the report.
A major reform milestone was met at the Extraordinary General Meeting in late
September 2018, at which auDA members voted to adopt a new constitution.

The CMWG

The road to auDA 2.0

Soon after the report’s release, the auDA board
commissioned the Consultation Model Working
Group (CMWG) to work out how best to consult
with auDA members and the wider Australian
digital community on the changes required by
the government’s review.

Since the report was published, auDA has
been heavily focused on implementing the
29 recommendations and modernising the
organisation to meet the government’s new
terms of endorsement. The recommendations
touch on every aspect of auDA’s work.

After an extensive Expression of Interest process,
auDA appointed 16 individuals from a diversity
of backgrounds including the technology sector,
small business, community groups, the rural
sector and academia, of whom there was a mix
of auDA members and non-members.

A detailed implementation plan was delivered
to the government in May 2018 and released
publicly outlining the work to be undertaken to
meet the government’s tight timelines for reform.

As part of its work, the CMWG held numerous
stakeholder consultation events which
were instrumental in the formation of a new
membership model. The feedback obtained
from these events, along with the input directly
from Working Group members themselves,
significantly influenced and informed the
development of auDA’s new constitutional and
governance framework.

auDA continues to make considerable progress
in its reform, meeting the milestones in the
report.
auDA is committed to improving its governance
and stakeholder engagement to ensure the .au
namespace continues to meet the needs of an
ever-expanding digital economy.

Their work has also been crucial in the ongoing
engagement with auDA’s stakeholders and
developing future initiatives which ensure that
the principle of multi-stakeholder participation in
auDA’s decision making remains a core function
of the company.
The board and management of auDA expresses
its sincere appreciation for the extensive work and
commitment of the CMWG over several months.
This process was an essential part of meeting the
Government’s expectations and has established a
foundation for future stakeholder-led initiatives.
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